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by a sort of conscientious scruple at assuming Christian names positively masculine" (135). Ever scrupulous, Charlotte absolves the sisters of the charge of lying by insisting that they were only "veiling" their names. Each was donning a veil, that most maidenly and modest of garments for virtuous women outside in the world.4 Careful not to indulge in positive falsehoods, while not in fact giving anything away, the sisters chose names that were cryptic, indeterminate, ambiguous. Yet, it is worth pointing out that to veil is not to conceal entirely: it is to screen, to obscure. Typically, the veil acknowledges the fact that there is something behind it, something to be screened. It is true that the sisters discreetly refrained from claiming to be men in any "positive" way, but at the same time, their decision to take three unusual names of uncertain gender was surely an invitation to speculation. In the same short essay, Charlotte tells us about her first reading of Emily's poetry, which was so unlike conventional women's writing that Charlotte registers her shock: "I looked it over and more than surprise seized me ? a deep conviction that these were not common effusions, nor at all like the poetry women generally write. I thought them condensed and terse, vigorous and genuine" (135). Emily's voice is, unlike that of most women, intense and vigorous, but it is also marked as very much her own ? as "genuine."
Her work is, on the one hand, unfeminine, and, on the other hand, genuine. By yoking together Emily's authenticity and her deviation from feminine writing, Charlotte implies that it may actually be more truthful to call Emily by an unfeminine name. Though "Ellis"
is not "positively masculine," it is certainly not feminine. Emily's unfeminine public identity, therefore, fits her poetry better than the fact of her female body. At this juncture, we may return to the mysteries of Jane Eyre. It is here that we find our proof that Bront? was adept at the stratagems of suspense, and we might ask, in turn, 
